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Who today, besides graduate students and their professors, still reads eighteenth-century novels? What would induce your garden-variety educated reader, member of the so-called general public, to pick up, while strolling through a bookstore, a volume of French eighteenth-century fiction to read for pleasure? In North America movie stills from Christopher Hampton's Les Liaisons dangereuses with Glenn Close and John Malkovich on the cover might be an inducement. But what keeps the eighteenth century alive today in the popular imagination except for the movies or an enticingly reviewed biography of Casanova—or Sade? For anglophones or francophones, is there a literary hook upon which to catch a modern, not to say postmodern, reader? I want
to begin, however, not in the present, but with an eighteenth-century reader—Jean-Jacques Rousseau. In a well-known disclaimer from The Confessions about his personal reading history and, more generally, the preference of his contemporaries (in particular women's), Rousseau revisits his experience with a Parisian lending library: "But if my taste did not preserve me from dull and tasteless books, my luck saved me from the obscene and licentious. . . . What is more, luck so favoured my modesty in this respect that I was more than thirty before I even glanced at one of those dangerous works which even fashionable ladies find ... embarrassing."1 Rousseau's retrospective account of his education at the 1 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Confessions, trans. J.M. Cohen (New York: Penguin, 1978), pp. 47-48. References are to this edition.

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY FICTION, volume 3, numéros 2-3, janvier-avril 2001 EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY FICTION shop of a "fameuse loueuse de livres" provides precious evidence in the genealogy of libertine fiction reading that I hope to constitute in this essay.2 For what really concerns Rousseau in this brief narrative of literary taste, of course, are not only the beneficial effects of voracious reading on the development of his moral character—"guéri de mes goûts d'enfant et de polisson par celui de la lecture" (p. 76)—but also the deleterious ones of certain books on women readers. In the Penguin translation of The Confessions quoted above, the phrase "dangerous works which even fashionable ladies find so embarrassing" actually goes on to flesh out the implications of the discomfort: "dangerous works which even fashionable ladies find so embarrassing that they can only read them in secret" (p. 48; emphasis added). The translator, however, has euphemized Rousseau's description of feminine reading practices by making the ladies' embarrassment a matter of uncomfortable emotion. In French, Rousseau explains, delicately but no less pointedly, the ladies must seek out privacy when reading because they physically get turned on turning the pages: "ces livres dangereux qu'une belle dame de par le monde trouve incommodes, en ce qu'on ne peut, dit-elle, les lire que d'une main" (p. 76). It is in the face of this masturbatory appetite for such books on the part of worldly women and his concomitant worry about the fragile morals of innocent girls that, as he anxiously claims in the Préface, Rousseau wrote La Nouvelle Héloïse, his best-selling novel. His "recueil" of letters might be useful, more useful than tomes of philosophy for women, women for whom there is still a glimmer of hope; who, despite "une vie déréglée, ont conservé quelque amour pour l'honnêteté."3 But if there is something positive, possibly reparative, to be gained from his book by prospective adult women readers, whose lives are seriously compromised in their moral dimensions, it is a different story for innocent girls: "Jamais fille chaste n'a lu de roman" (p. 4). If, despite the title, a girl even cracks the book to glance at its contents, the harm is done. Just one page will do it. Such is the seductive power of novel reading—on the younger members of the weaker sex.4 2 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Les Confessions (Paris: Garnier-Flammarion, 1968), p. 75. References are to this edition. 3 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Julie, ou La Nouvelle Héloïse (Paris: Garnier-Flammarion, 1967). References are to this...
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I want to begin, however, not in the present, but with an eighteenth-century reader—Jean-Jacques Rousseau. In a well-known disclaimer from The Confessions about his personal reading history and, more generally, the preference of his contemporaries (in particular women’s), Rousseau revisits his experience with a Parisian lending library: “But if my taste did not preserve me from dull and tasteless books, my luck saved me from the obscene and licentious... What is more, luck so favoured my modesty in this respect that I was more than thirty before I even glanced at one of those dangerous works which even fashionable ladies find... embarrassing.”1 Rousseau’s retrospective account of his education at the
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